STANDARD DETAIL NO. _6.39_

LEE COUNTY UTILITIES
STANDARD SEWER SERVICE LATERAL

N.T.S.

LENGTH OF SERVICE VARIES (SEE PLAN)
STREET OR GROUND FINISH GRADE

DEPTH OF SERVICE TO BE
NOT GREATER THAN 48”
OR LESS THAN 30”
(EXCEPT WHEN CROSSING
UNDER DRAINAGE)

SEE NOTE

SHALLOW SERVICE

NOTE:
1. CONTINUOUS FOUNDATION ON UNDISTURBED SOIL OR
COMPACTED BEDDING (SEE SPECS)

1. FLAGGED STAKE
2. CONCRETE COLLAR
24”x24”x4”
3. SEWER CLEANOUT
(SEE STD. DETAIL)
4. 6”x6”x4”x4” WYE
5. SERVICE SHALL BE INSTALLED AT
SLOPE OF NOT LESS
THAN 0.63% OR
GREATER THAN 2%
6. SEE TRENCH
SECTION DETAIL

LENGTH OF SERVICE VARIES (SEE PLAN)
STREET OR GROUND FINISH GRADE

DEPTH OF SERVICE TAP TO BE
NOT GREATER THAN 48” OR
LESS THAN 30” (EXCEPT
WHEN CROSSING UNDER
DRAINAGE)

SEE PVC SERVICE LINE

DEEP SERVICE CONNECTION
SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED
WITH 45 DEGREE ANGLE AT MAIN

NOTE:
1. CONTINUOUS FOUNDATION ON UNDISTURBED SOIL OR
COMPACTED BEDDING (SEE SPECS)
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